IN THIS
ISSUE…

WNCBC NEWSLETTER
SPRING/SUMMER 2021
Welcome to the Spring/Summer
2021 WNCBC Newsletter. This one
has been some time coming mainly due to the fact that the
information and advice regarding
COVID-19 (or CV-19 for short) has
been constantly changing and
adapting - as has the advice for
Halls and Community Buildings so
rather than sending it all out in a
static newsletter, we have been
sending the information in the form
of email bulletins - although we
have been doing our best not to
bombard you with emails!

our captivity into the joys of the
outside world once again (more
information about the PAT service
can be found on the wncbc
website).

As a result of the delay, this issue is
a bumper one, dealing with a whole
18 months’ worth of events,
activities, advice and updates on
what halls have been doing during
the course of the ‘lockdown’.

Louise continues to work from
home, and is still available for you
to contact if you have any queries,
and I am also around to help out
where I can. If you need to contact
us:

We also realised recently that our
Portable Appliance Testing (PAT)
Service has its 10th Birthday in
September, so we thought we
would take a look at how the service
has progressed across both
Consortia over the years.

•

As you will already know, the
WNCBC PAT Service is currently
suspended given the potential risk
to both hall committees and the PAT
volunteers themselves, and the
service will resume in September
by which time we will all hopefully
have been released, blinking, from

We had originally been intending to
hold our 2020 Summer Gathering at
Humshaugh on 10th June 2020, but
the current situation obviously
made that an impossible dream. As
a result, we are postponing the
event until such time as a) people
feel safe gathering in larger groups
and b) we are allowed to do so.

Louise can be reached at
louise.wncbc@ca-north.org.uk
• and I can be reached at
sarahwncbc@btinternet.com
We hope you enjoy this newsletter
and find it interesting - and in the
meantime, stay safe, and we will
keep you informed as soon as we
hear anything from the government
about any changes to legislation, as
early speculation from the press
seem to expect that the current
restrictions are likely to continue
relatively unchanged for another
month yet.
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Heddon Village Knott Memorial Hall
Heddon Village Knott Memorial Hall was given to the village of Heddon by Sir T. Garbutt Knott, in
memory of his parents, Sir James and Lady Margaret Annie Knott.
The hall was to be an
elaborate construction, with
higher wings at the north east
and south west corners to
provide a news and games
room at one end and a
caretakers flat at the other.
In view of the relatively small
size of the village, at that time,
and the existing news and
games room at the Men's
Institute, and the availability of
other meeting rooms, it was
decided to scale down the
plans and use the money
saved to create an endowment fund to assist with the future upkeep of the hall. This suggestion was agreed
to by Sir Garbutt and his legal advisers, and the Hall in its present form was subsequently built in 1936.
The site upon which it was built formed part of the Church Banks, which had been for many years previous
an unofficial playground for the village children.
Mr. L.Walton-Taylor of Heddon and Newcastle was the architect and the Hall was built by Messrs. Lowry of
Newcastle. The original official opening ceremony was to have taken place on Saturday the 18th July, 1936
at 3pm by Lt.Col. Sir Alexander Leith, Bart, M.C; D.L, and the dedication service by the Venerable
Archdeacon of Northumberland, a tea to be provided for all invited guests. The tragic death of the vicar, The
Rev. Harold Nixon, in a motoring accident whilst on holiday in Wales, however, brought a sudden cancellation
of these plans. It was later officially opened by Mrs. G.E. Wilkinson of Wylam and dedicated by the Lord
Bishop Billrough, of Newcastle, on the 24th October 1936.
The Hall has a spacious stage with a green room on its north side, the main hall which is 54 ft. long and 30
ft. wide and its annex 16 ft x 30 ft. Its original floor was of polished birch and inlaid to mark out a badminton
court. It also has a well-furnished kitchen, ladies and gents cloakrooms and toilets.
The hall was requisitioned by the War Office in the period 1939-45 and was used for the billeting of troops.
After the war it was requisitioned by Northumberland County Council and after the installation of boilers and
ovens it was used as a central kitchen for the provision of school meals for the surrounding area.
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In 1954 the hall was returned to the village. It was in a deplorable state
when it was returned to the Trustees after these two periods of occupation;
even a grand piano had vanished.
A good part of the restoration costs were borne by the authorities
responsible for its requisitioning, but a considerable sum of money was
taken from the hall funds to cover part of the cost and other items not paid
for by the authorities, when it was found to be in need of extensive repairs.
After protracted discussions, the authorities did agree to fund part of the
restoration costs, but the balance had to come from hall funds. The Hall was
in use for village activities in July 1954 and a Hall Committee was formed,
which took responsibility for the running of the hall and the setting of
charges for its use.
The original Title Deeds made it clear that the hall provided was a church
hall rather than village hall. By 1960, the hall was being used by the
Mothers' Union, Guides, Cubs, Day School (for P.E.), Health Clinic, County
Library, Oddfellows, and two Badminton Clubs. A little later, it was also
being used by the Masonic Lodge, the Theatre Group and by the day school
(for school dinners and for teaching). The Church continued to use the hall
for Sunday School, monthly Church Council meetings, the annual Garden
Party and the Christmas Fair.
The Hall was purchased for a nominal charge by the Parish Council on 2nd
April, 1991 and has continued to function as a focal point for village
activities, although as times changes certain activities no longer seem as
popular.
The last five years have seen a
resurgence in the desire to make
Knott Hall relevant. A new Chair, Dr
Mike Laker, and committee have
managed
a
range
of
Hall
improvements which bring modern
facilities to the hall, whilst retaining
the original ambience. This of course
was a reason Knott Hall was used in
the Kevin Whately Film ‘Joe
Madison’s War’.
Regular activities at the Hall include:
• Ball Room Dancing
• A carpet bowls club
• Badminton
• Guitar group
• Dancercise
• Stitchers’ Group
• Street Dance
• Keep Fit
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GOVERNMENT GRANT
RECIPIENTS
As you are all aware, very early on in the pandemic, the government made
grant funding available (via Northumberland County Council) to village
halls and similar buildings, to help them to manage financially during
lockdown by making up for loss of income during the enforced period of
closure. The consortium was very active in ensuring that all halls that
wanted to apply for the first grant, the Retail Hospitality and Leisure (RHL)
Grant, were able to do so. We circulated the advice on the consortium
website, by e-mail directly to halls in the membership and of course, via
Community Action Northumberland’s usual methods – through Louise’s
direct contact with halls, and via CAN’s website and weekly bulletins.
Louise followed up some halls with a phone-call – making sure that no hall
missed out on the opportunity.

MEMBERSHIP
OF WNCBC
Your Benefits
The Consortium was created by
members for the benefit of
members. Here are the benefits of
membership:
•

Access to
insurance.

•

The PAT Testing Service that
offers a testing service that is
around
one
third
of
commercial rates.

•

Access to EnergyCAN with
low value electricity and gas
contracts and benefits from
collective purchasing.

•

Access to an Information
Service that offers information
on a full range of topics
relating
to
running
a
Community
Building,
including funding.

•

Guidance on constitutional
issues and charity matters.

•

Information on licensing and
the regulations that relate to
community buildings.

•

Newsletters and Bulletins
updating members on current
news and issues.

•

A louder voice on issues by
enabling the Consortium to
speak on behalf of all its
members.

•

Access to training courses
and discounts offered by CAN
to members.

•

Access to a network of
members
for
sales,
purchases and information.

•

This financial support has been invaluable as we seem to start taking
baby-steps back to normal life again.

Membership of a network of
similar type organisations in
West Northumberland.

•

Access to other discounts
organised by the Consortium.

Louise Currie (Village Halls Adviser, Community Action Northumberland)

•

Guidance on best practice.

Sadly, halls which are not ‘rated’, such as church halls, were not initially
eligible to apply for the RHL Grant, which seemed very unfair as most
were operating in exactly the same way as a village hall and
independently from their associated churches. Louise therefore worked
with the County Council’s Rates department to put their case forward. To
her delight, all the church halls that we supported also received the
£10,000 grant. We know most definitely, that this enabled them to stay
afloat .
I thought that you might be interested in the figures. Of the 65 member
halls in the consortium:
• 60 received the grant
• 2 decided not to apply
• 1 unknown (no response to my messages or e-mails)
• 2 applied for a different grant (Discretionary grant) and received it
You may be interested to hear that 98% of the halls in the North of the
county have also been successful in taking up this first grant, which
enabled halls and community buildings in Northumberland to gain a
stronger financial footing during this uncertain and prolonged period. The
grant undoubtedly made things less worrying for trustees and users of the
halls, when there was little or no other income. You will be aware, that as
the pandemic continued, additional grants were periodically made
available to halls and we are aware that many halls were also successful
in applying for this extra support.
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discounts

on

THE RURAL CRIME INITIATIVE
Over the past 15 months, communication with the police has been severely limited due to the demands on
the police by the COVID situation. Sergeant Claire Kimberly, who initially proposed the project, is currently
on secondment and her duties are currently being covered by someone who is not involved in the project.
A meeting in April 2021 was proposed by Community Engagement Officer, Ryan Young, to discuss the
COVID Roadmap, what the future looks like for the Village halls, and how the police and Village Halls can
work more closely together. Neither Louise nor Sarah were able to attend the meeting, however, and we
understand that it was unable to go ahead due to lack of interest. WNCBC will update its members once
the police are able to communicate again in more detail.
NORTHUMBRIA POLICE

CRIME
PREVENTION
AND ADVICE TOOLKIT

The ‘guidance toolkit’ which was issued by the police in Autumn 2019 was
updated in March 2020, and whether halls join the scheme or not, the
guide provides useful information about what to report, who to report it to
and what sort of information the police are likely to need. It also gives
useful advice about securing goods and property, how to stay safe online
and how to spot potential crimes. Click on the picture to see a copy of the
toolkit.
The police also regularly update their website with cyber-crime information
and useful information about current scams, and that information can be
circulated to people in your communities to keep them as safe as possible.
A couple of the current links are listed below: scammers appear to be
coming up with new and inventive ways of trying to trick you into giving
away your money, identity or credit card information.

The trial Community Messaging System is now well-established and delivers relevant information, which
can be passed on, as needed, to your communities. Halls (or individuals) can sign up to be part of the
system via the link above.

RE-OPENING ADVICE FROM ACRE
Over the period of the pandemic, Action with Communities in Rural England (ACRE) did a sterling job of
producing regular and detailed advice for re-opening halls. This information and guidance was
disseminated via Community Action Northumberland and all the updates were made available, as and
when the Government changed the legislation and regulations.
ACRE can only rely on Government Legislation to write this guidance and they have been amazing,
reacting quickly to interpret and draft the information sheets accordingly, in order that the trustees of our
village halls can move forward.
Fingers crossed, we seem to be coming out at the other end, so please keep checking ACRE and CAN’s
websites for the updates…
Louise Currie
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DIRECT FROM OUR MEMBERS
PRS/PPL…
a victory story!
Denis Peel has recently been
engaged in an interesting battle with
PRS/PPL on behalf of Wylam
Institute and as a result, has
managed to make an impressive
£130 saving from the Institute’s
annual license payments.

payments which have been made to
PRS/PPL incorrectly. Armed with
this information, Denis therefore
wrote to all the Institute’s users to
check which licenses, if any, they
were currently holding and armed
with a good number of responses,
contacted PRS/PPL – following
which, he had this to say:

our members can help with the following
query:

“Our Main Hall is great for func�ons as it
has a large footage. However, the sound
is not good for members of the
community who have problems with
their hearing. Also the survey which was
supported by CAN suggested that we
had LED ligh�ng fi�ed to help cut back
“Success - I have knocked £130 off on usage and overheads.
our fee to PRS/PPL!
Do you or your colleagues know who any
As some of our hirers play Village Halls that have had the Loop
badminton or cards or have system for sound, Audio Baffles or /and
meetings with no music, I have in LED ligh�ng fi�ed in their Hall so I can
recent years been able to eliminate discuss their experiences with them and
those hires for this tax. This year also gauge the cost of each individual
after reading the small print on the element of the project? Any advice
back of the notification, I have would be much appreciated as I am
excluded those commercial hirers having difficulty receiving responses
who already pay PRS and/or PPL, from suppliers in �me for the funding
and have also taken advantage of a mee�ng in Felton.
zero rating for private parties and
weddings. I have created an extra If you can help, please can you reply to
column in the accounts of hires Jane directly on:
excluded from this tax and as a jane.clubley@b�nternet.com
result have reduced the payment
from £579 to £449 a saving of £130.
We still have some hirers to follow
up to ascertain if they have a
licence or if they play music so there
is a potential for further reduction.
Do any of you run an Environmental
Group?
Slaley Commemoration
This saving may be of interest to Hall would like to hear from you!
other members of WNCBC.”
See the message below from
Rosaleen Doonan (Chair):

When the Institute initially exceeded
the income threshold which meant
that they would have to pay a nominal
PRS/PPL license fee, the levy
required was 2% of the Institute’s
income plus VAT (a total charge of
2.4%). That same year, the Institute
had obtained a large grant and
initially, PRS/PPL attempted to
include the grant amount in its fee
calculations. Quite rightly, Denis
challenged them on this, since grant
income does not form part of a hall’s
hire income.
His initial queries
uncovered the fact that PRS/PPL
should only actually be charging halls
for hirers who use music and who do
not already hold their own PRS/PPL
license. If a user group holds a
combined license, halls need not pay
for that group and if a group holds
one of the licenses but not the other,
halls need only pay for the license
which is not held. In addition, if some
groups do not play music during the
course of their hires (in the Institute’s
case, these include Badminton,
cards, general meetings, etc.), then
they will not be included in the fee.
Wark Town Hall and Mechanics’ Ins�tute
are currently exploring funding op�ons
This year, Denis discovered that halls for the installa�on of various new
are also exempt from having to pay technologies in their hall which will help
fees for music played at private members of the community gain more
parties or weddings and further, that from their experiences in the hall. Jane
it is possible to reclaim excess Clubley has contacted us to see if any of

Help Needed
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Environmental
Groups

Slaley Environmental Group started
as a response to the recently
completed Phase 1 refurbishment of
the Commemoration Hall, which
was the re-siting of the toilets in the
hall. This phase was undertaken
with funding from The National
Lottery Community Fund via the
CAN partnership. (Cont’d overleaf)

We talked about ways of making our
building as environmentally friendly
as possible. As a consequence, with
additional financial support from the
Parish Council, we installed infra-red
taps, sensor-controlled lights and a
more efficient boiler.

Halls in lockdown. Following a
query in October last year, I had
an email exchange with Robert
Philipson
at
High
Forest
Community Association and the
following brief, but nonetheless
glorious conversation took place:

Whilst the Group began by focusing
on the hall, it was decided to widen
interest by inviting the three parishes
adjoining Slaley, to join us. So just
before the first lockdown we held a
meeting in the hall. Around 20
people came for 'soup and a talk'
and we discussed many issues,
from how farming effects the
environment,
to a community
orchard. We invited the head teacher
from the village school as they were
already working on environmental
issues. The Group is starting small
and our first project may be simply
planting apple trees in the village.

Me: I hope you are all well
and not going stir-crazy!

My question is, are there any other
village or hall environmental groups
out there? If so, we would like to talk
to you. to exchange ideas.
Please contact the Chair of Slaley
Commemoration Hall directly.

Robert: I’m not joking. In
case you In case you needed
any evidence to confirm…
*attaches photo below*

Robert: I never thought it
would come to this - where I
would go this long without
calling a bingo number at
Sinderhope. Smallish room,
so social distancing difficult
on tables. Life drawing still
going
ahead
but
the
sketches of a nude wearing
nothing but a face mask still
take a bit of getting used to.

Me: *Grins*

Rosaleen Doonan
radoonan@hotmail.com

Life Drawing in
Lockdown
By Sarah Hallberg (with kind
permission from both Robert and the
life model in question to reproduce
both conversation and painting).
Some conversations can only be
held in conjunction with the kinds of
activities which happen in Village

Highlights
Rural Touring
Scheme
With the latest easing of
restrictions, Highlights is very
happy to now be able to go
ahead with performances and
workshops.
The first performance was on
3rd June at Wingates Village
Hall and it was a huge relief to
be
able
to
offer
live
performance again.
Full
details of the programme are
on the Highlights website:
https://highlightsnorth.co.uk/
whats-on/
We are also planning for our
Autumn 2021 season and will
share the menu of shows with
our volunteer promoters in
early June.
We currently have a good
spread of halls, but are always
happy to talk to possible new
venues
in
rural
Northumberland, so if anyone
is interested and wants to get
in touch, they can email us at
info@highlightsnorth.co.uk.
Heather Askew
General Manager, Highlights

How can you not love Village
Halls with the sheer diversity
and sometimes unexpected
nature of the halls, and the
activities they house to best
serve their communities.
Long may it continue!
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LOTTERY PROJECTS PROCEED IN
SPITE OF THE PANDEMIC!
You may be aware that Community Action Northumberland and The National Lottery Community Fund (TNLCF) have
been working in collaboration for over two years with village halls and other community buildings.
This was a new initiative when we started it in 2019 - the first such partnership in the country, working in a different
way to support village hall improvement programmes. In the first year, eleven halls received funding of varying
amounts for improvement works for their halls – including new kitchens, replacement roofs, staging, insulation works
and three extensions. All projects are now complete - the final one having been completed very recently. The works
have made vast improvements to the buildings, ensuring they are now fit-for-purpose for many years into the future.
This current year has also seen eleven halls supported. Of those, six are from the West of the county. Five halls have
already completed their projects, because once contractors were permitted to return to work, many leapt at the
chance and were able to turn the closure of their halls to their advantage…and so work began! The following are the
stories of five of those halls in the West of the county (one hall is yet to start as the trustees are still waiting for
confirmation of their match funding).

Carrshield Village Hall is a really exciting project, converting the derelict, Grade II listed Barney
Craig Mine shop into a village hall. Being totally off-grid (with no heating, electricity or water) has brought its own
challenges. Undaunted, the group of trustees registered as a CIO (Charitable Incorporated Organisation) before any
works began. Funding was awarded from other sources as well as TNLCF, and the works include: damp proofing,
heating, installation of mains water and electricity, flooring, fitting a kitchen, and buying necessary furniture.
Alwyn Woodcock, one of the trustees said: “We were delayed by Coronavirus and builders being busy elsewhere,
but now we have the ‘trench’ dug, the water and electricity have been connected. The huge concrete blocks (part of
the mine workings) were removed from the main hall (which took 3 days with a huge digger) and the flooring, windows,
doors and damp course, are all in situ. The trustees themselves did lots of the remedial works, scraping moss and
mould from the walls in the two smaller rooms in preparation for the kitchen to be installed and to help speed up the
setting-up of the pottery/crafts centre. I discovered that not only did we need to keep tea and coffee on hand for
builders - but ‘Bonios’ for their dogs.’’
Alwyn went on to say ‘’It has been hard work, but we have had some laughs - explaining to the Water Board that “‘no,
we don’t need mains sewage, as we have a composting toilet!” and reassuring the Fire Officer that the candles and
battery lights we use are only temporary until we have mains electricity connected! One week we were either “Islands
in the Stream” (aka Dolly Parton) or ‘’Ladies from Africa’’, sluicing the dustsheets in the river, as they were so dirty, I
wasn’t risking them in my washing machine!! We are now planning our celebrations, including our Grand Opening.’’
Despite the lockdown, the rain and the midges, the future is looking positive for Carrshield Village Hall. Good luck to
you all!

Slaley Commemoration Hall was granted funding to re-site their toilets from the north side
of the building to the front, as they were not accessible and in very poor condition (they were damp, and the men’s
toilets had no heating). One of the main concerns was that to access the toilets, users had to cross the main hall,
which was both disruptive if there was an activity going on and a potential safeguarding issue.
Debra Taylor, one of the trustees, reported: ‘’Work was initially delayed due to the virus, but we eventually started on
this element of our renovation (funded with support from TNLCF) on 26th May 2020 and the builders made great
progress. Phase 1 included the relocation of the toilets to address issues of damp, and poor drainage. Following the
COVID outbreak and subsequent guidance, we took the chance to re-design the layout of the toilets, to ensure safety.
Each loo is now more spacious and has its own washbasin, hand drying facilities and even an area to put your lippy
on!
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Part of this phase includes a new central heating
boiler which will be more efficient and meets the
latest environmental standards. We have also
improved the storage areas which, now being on
the same level as the main hall, will also mean that
people don't have to carry chairs and tables up and
down stairs before and after events. The work is
now complete. We are hoping to start welcoming
users in August when we have a Summer Holiday
activity week booked for the local children
The work was undertaken by Ryton Construction,
whilst Doonan Architects prepared the plans and
managed the project for us. Both organisations
have been great - most helpful and flexible. We
are now raising funds for phase 2 which will be an
annex to the existing building and we hope to be
able to start that sometime soon.’’

Humshaugh Village Hall was awarded funding to make improvements to two of the well-used
rooms in the building: work to the Supper Room included installation of a small servery and new flooring, whilst in the
larger main hall, the floor was to be re-sanded and sealed, new stage curtains fitted and insulation of the roof.
Diana Linnett reported: “All the work to the main hall has now been
completed. This includes replacement of stage curtains and track,
installation of roof insulation and the sanding and staining of the floor. All
the other works are also completed, - a new refreshment area and vinyl
flooring in the meeting room, which looks fantastic! The main hall now
looks very smart and is waiting to welcome users back soon.’’
She added: ‘’Originally, I had thought we would leave some of the work until
later in the year to avoid disruption to hall activities, but as the hall was
closed anyway, starting early seemed as good a time as any!’’

Heddon Knott Memorial Hall has undergone some improvements over the last few years –
but the kitchen has remained untouched for at least 30 years, so was probably due for more than just a face-lift, as it
was poorly designed and certainly would not have met modern-day standards.
The limited facilities prevented bookings such as weddings and
larger-scale events and private hires, so the long-term sustainability
of the hall was compromised. The trustees wanted to retain the
original ‘look’ of the building in order to preserve its heritage. It is
interesting to note that some years ago the hall was used for a film
shoot precisely because it had remained unchanged – making it an
ideal film location. However, now the kitchen has been designed,
installed and completed - thus future-proofing the hall for many years
to come!
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Stamfordham Village Hall and Playing Field’s project,

was the refurbishment
of their main toilets It started in Autumn 2020 has now been completed – the final elements fitted in April/May because
of a delay in some of the accessories arriving.
Sue Noble explained: ‘’Some of the tradespeople and retailers we used were generous in giving us discounts when
we explained we were a charity and we ended up with approximately £530 left over. We asked permission from the
Lottery to use this towards replacing a broken toilet pan in our disabled toilet, which is in another part of the building.
This request was granted and we have therefore just organised a local contractor to complete this work, which we
hope will be completed in the next few weeks.’’
Sue added ‘’The hall has been closed for most activities during the COVID Restrictions but we have allowed ‘viewings’
of the refurbishment by appointment. Our cleaner’s face was a picture when she saw the transformation!! All the
trustees have been to look at it, as have individual members of most of the village hall’s users groups. No one can
quite believe what they see.’’
As you can see from the above stories, all these improvements will make a vast difference to the long-term viability
of all these buildings, as they will be brought up to standard, functional, brighter and user-friendly - and what a lovely
surprise it will be for their users, as the world is starting to open up again and return to normal business!
Louise Currie (CAN) would like to thank staff from The National Lottery Community Fund for the support they offer, to
make this partnership work so well.

CHANGING FROM TRUST TO CIO
Riding Mill Village Hall Trust has recently changed its status to become a Charitable Incorporated Organisation (CIO).
This article sets out our experience of this procedure in the hopes that it may encourage other halls to consider doing
likewise.
The first questions you may ask are:
a) what on earth is a CIO; and
b) why do it - sometimes expressed as ‘if it ain’t broke, why fix it’?
A CIO is a relatively new legal structure available to charities which has some of the advantages enjoyed by a limited
company, but without actually having to be a limited company with all of the bureaucracy that involves. Most halls have
been in existence for decades, but if you were starting from scratch now, you would most probably start off as a CIO
from the outset as the most suitable structure for your community organisation.
From our point of view, there were two main advantages of a CIO compared to our prior existence as a Trust. Firstly,
in a trust structure, trustees can in theory be personally liable with their own money for any debts of the trust. True,
this should be an extremely rare occurrence assuming good financial management. However, during these difficult
times when village halls face a massive drop in income, it is no bad thing to ensure that trustees’ own personal bank
balances and assets are ring-fenced. It is also true that insurance should cover most calamities. However not all
situations are covered by insurance, and even where they are, insurance pay-outs can sometimes be difficult or
delayed. Perhaps more Importantly, some people that would make very good trustees do not want to join up because
they do not want to take the risk - no matter how small - that their own savings might be at risk.
The second advantage is that a CIO can hold assets in its own name and enter into contracts in its own name. Unlike
a trust, where this can only be done in the names of the trustees, not the name of the trust itself. This may seem an
esoteric point, but it has practical outcomes. For example, where a trust owns the village hall building and land, it is
the trustees names (often 2 or 3 of them) that are registered with the Land Registry, because the trust organisation
itself cannot own land in its own name. But what happens if the trustees resign or even die? You would not want to be
forever changing trustees’ names over; far easier to have it registered in the CIO name once and for all. Ditto with any
long-term contracts.
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So to the charge of ‘if it ain’t broke, why fix it’. It is a bit like trading in your old car, one which has served its purpose
well up to now, for a new, up-to-date model. It may not be broken now, but who knows what the future may hold. Often
problems come like a bolt out of the blue - just like coronavirus.
What doesn’t change is how you do things on a day-to-day basis. The organisation remains a charity, doing all the
things a village hall normally does, just the same as before.
How much work is involved? In our case, it was surprisingly straightforward. Your Trust needs to vote on and pass a
resolution at a trustees’ meeting to a) become a CIO and b) transfer the assets to the new CIO. You then need to get
the Charity Commission’s approval to become a CIO. This is an administrative procedure and you will need to submit
to the Charity Commission a number of details which you should mostly have to hand already. These include names
and contact details of all trustees including whether they are trustees for other charities, latest accounts, bank account
details, your charging policy, and where relevant, a copy of any lease and your Gift Aid number. All trustees must sign
a designated form. The Commission may come back with queries or further requests but once they are content that
everything is in order, approval can be granted fairly quickly (subject to any backlogs at their end). The Commission
does require you to adopt its model constitution.
We were very fortunate to have absolutely invaluable help with this process from Tony Kirsop, the Community
Regeneration Manager at Northumberland County Council. He has assisted other organisations to achieve CIO
status and it was particularly useful to have him explain to trustees at one of our meetings about why this was worth
doing, and to steer us through the application process. The ACRE information sheet on incorporation was also useful
at explaining things, and is a good starting-off point to tell trustees what they need to know and get the conversation
started.
So is it worth it? I would say a resounding yes. Most of us are volunteers and give of our time freely. It is one thing to
volunteer your time, but quite another to put your own savings at risk should things go unexpectedly wrong. CIO status
gives a level of reassurance that volunteers deserve, particularly in these uncertain times.
Kind regards,
Janet Padgett (former chair, Riding Mill Village Halls)

COVID FIRST AID KITS
As we all read and digested the guidance for reopening our halls, many of the tasks and requirements were specific
to each Hall, as there can be no generic solution to the wonderful variety of Halls and communities they service. So,
in many respects we were moving forward with individual solutions to the problems caused by the pandemic.
There was however one area where a single solution could potentially provide a helpful and positive outcome.
Within the ACRE guidance, there was a requirement to provide a designated safe area, where someone who
becomes unwell with suspected Covid-19 symptoms, should be moved to.
The provision of what is referred to as a ‘Covid-19 First Aid Kit’ was recommended to enable the protection of both
the unwell person and the responder dealing with the occurrence. The First Aid kit items are simple to use and should
be readily obtainable.
However, the thought of all our halls having to bulk-buy packs of hundreds
of items when they actually only have a need for one or two, seemed
hugely wasteful in terms of time and items purchased.
On our members’ behalf, then, WNCBC proposed to source the
appropriate equipment and make these Covid-19 First Aid Kits available to
all our Halls. It was anticipated that the cost of each kit would be
approximately £12.00-£15.00 and by using a central hub for these kits, we
could achieve what we need in respect of the guidelines and place less
stress on the supply chain for those who may need more. Once we had
had checked WNCBC’s finances, it was decided that since we had been
unable to offer training for the period when we were in lockdown, it would
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make sense to use that budget to meet the costs of providing the kits, and
therefore, the kits were provided free of charge to those WNCBC members
who needed them.
The response from our Halls to the offer of the kits was fantastic, almost all
replied with a firm ‘yes’, and based on the response, the work began to put
the kits together.
Easier said than done! Some things genuinely were easy - gloves, aprons,
masks, and visors. Some weren’t so easy - such as soap and sanitiser. It
was, however, refreshing that where some major retailers refused to
supply, smaller ones were more than happy to assist.
It was about this time when the
thought occurred that maybe North Northumberland would like to take part
and following the offer. They requested 51 kits.
Heddon Village Knott Memorial Hall was therefore turned into a production
line, with bags, gloves, masks, aprons - everything was laid out, sorted and
packed. Large amount of credit must go to Margaret Blackett, who moved
me to one side and filled the bags.
It was a bit surprising just how many there were! As the kits were packed
a constant check on guidance was needed as it changed almost daily.
When it came to delivery, it was clear that getting everyone’s kit out in a
reasonable time would be quite a challenge but once again the WNCBC
members came up trumps. 4 Halls offered to become delivery Hubs, thank you to Ayesha Jackson, Young and Sweet,
Haltwhistle. Edwin Wilkinson, Bellingham Town Hall. Beth Gascoigne, Stocksfield Community Association and
Heddon Village Knott Memorial Hall. Also, thanks to George Courtice for organising the kits for the North.
Thanks must also go to David Easby, Diana Linnett, Julia Plinson, Sarah Hallberg and Neville Gray who all had their
part to play in the organisation, finance and distribution of the kits.

How did we do? Well, 122 kits were produced, the costs came in less than anticipated and WNCBC Committee
agreed to a FOC to all Halls, Some extras, which included CAN and North Northumberland were charged at cost.
It was a wonderful effort from everyone involved and shows the value and community spirit of our Halls and
volunteers.
D Blackett
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THE NATIONAL
VILLAGE HALLS SURVEY

Every ten years, ACRE undertakes a National Village Hall Survey, which
provides a snapshot of the state of England’s varied and essential village and
community halls, how they are funded, how they are used and how they change
over time.
The 2020 survey was completed by 2,109 halls nationally. We would like to
thank the halls in Northumberland, who took the time to complete the survey
and for their valuable contribution to this important research.
Never has a snapshot been more of a historical record than in 2020!! This
survey records the state of village and community halls immediately before
COVID-19 forced the first ever mass closure in their very long history.
If you would like to read the report, it can be accessed in the link below:

‘PREMISES MANAGEMENT IN
A COVID WORLD’
A free webinar for halls and community buildings
Leading UK property advice charity, the Ethical Property Foundation is
delighted to offer a free property webinar for voluntary organisations in
partnership with Community Foundation Tyne & Wear and Northumberland.
The webinar is funded by Tudor Trust, City Bridge Trust and Garfield Weston
Foundation and is part of the 2021 National Programme for Property Education
- bringing free property training to local groups across England & Wales.
The session, hosted by Colette Harrison (Development Officer, Sector Support
at Community Foundation), will cover the basics of premises management and
everyone who attends will receive an information pack with the opportunity to
obtain free follow-up expert advice.
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The webinar is designed to help you:
▷Understand what you need from your property, so you can make informed
decisions to keep your team, volunteers & beneficiaries safe
▷Recognise and understand how to manage the risks involved in managing
property in a time of Covid
▷Assess whether money can be saved and maybe income generated
▷Understand the principles of effective maintenance management
▷Know more about what makes a ‘greener’ workplace
▷Understand the main elements of looking after tenants safely
You will need to book your place via Eventbrite, so please click on the Ethical
Property Foundation button below to register your place. Please note that the
webinar is this week, on the 17th June 2021, so you will need to be very quick
to place your booking.

FIRE SAFETY
Contact us before you pay a consultant…
…Louise Currie and the Northumberland Fire & Rescue Service
Over a number of years, I have been aware of several halls that have
commissioned a fire safety company or consultants to undertake their fire safety
checks or advise on fire safety improvements to their building. The check and
report can themselves cost several hundred pounds, and the
‘recommendations’ for suggested fire safety improvements to the building can
often run into thousands of pounds.
Very recently I was contacted by a hall that had commissioned a company to
undertake such a check. I am very pleased that they raised it with me before
they undertook the work which the consultant suggested was necessary! I was
concerned that some of the proposed works were not required, so I contacted
Northumberland Fire & Rescue to ask if they would visit the hall to check the
suggestions in the report.
Station Manager Richie Leighton visited the hall and gave advice to the
trustees. Indeed, the majority of the works proposed by the consultant, were not
necessary! If the trustees had not checked, the works would have cost several
thousands of pounds to undertake. Please remember that most village halls are
classed as low risk environments. Richie has provided the following article:
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Before you agree to commission an external company, contact me or Fire & Rescue first for advice - it could
save you a lot of money!
The Article below is by Station Manager Richie Leighton, Fire Safety Inspecting Officer Northumberland Fire and
Rescue Service:
Northumberland Fire and Rescue Service are the enforcing authority, for fire safety law in Northumberland. This
means we are responsible for checking that all non-residential premises in our county are complying with their
legal duties under the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005. Where there are gaps, we work with the
responsible person to help them improve. This can be informally through advice and guidance, or formally
through action plans, enforcement notices, prohibition notices or prosecution.
We are also a free source of help, advice and guidance on how to keep your building and those using it, safe
from the risk fire. So, if you are unsure about anything fire safety related, get in touch and request a phone call
or site visit and we will be happy to assist.
Things we can advise on:
1. Fire Safety Law and how it applies to you
2. Responsible Person, what is a responsible person, what does a responsible person have to do to comply
with fire safety law?
3. Fire Risk Assessments, what are they, do I need one, who can do them and when should I review it?
4. Fire Alarms, what is the most appropriate way of raising the alarm in our building, do we need a fire alarm
system, or can we raise the alarm in another way, how do we test and maintain a fire alarm?
5. Fire Extinguishers, what are the different types and which ones do I need, where should I have them and
how many do we need, how do we look after them?
6. Emergency Lighting. What is it, do we need it at our premises, how does it work and how do we test and
maintain them?
7. Final exit doors, means of escape and fire doors, what are they?
8. Provision of fire safety advice to those hiring or using the hall
9. Any other fire safety related queries or advice on specifics, e.g. if a cold caller tries to sell you fire safety
equipment or advice and tells you that it’s a legal requirement for you to have it in your premises, you can
check with us if you are unsure.
We can be contacted by email at firesafety1@northumberland.gov.uk or on the phone 01670 621140 or
check out our website www.northumberland.gov.uk/fire/business

THE PAT SERVICE TURNS 10
The Portable Appliance Testing (PAT) scheme was set up just under ten years ago now, and the first official
testing as part of the scheme occurred in late 2011, so the PAT Scheme’s 10th Birthday is rapidly approaching.
The initial idea for this scheme came from Mike Gowland of the North Northumberland Village Halls Consortium
(NNVHC) who successfully obtained (with help from CAN) a grant “to be used in the best interests of village
halls” – which was used to purchase the equipment, to train volunteer testers and to launch the scheme. Sadly,
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Mike is no longer with us, but both consortia (and, I would imagine, all the halls who currently benefit from the
two schemes) are very grateful to him for his efforts.
With the benefit of the funding, and largely driven by Adrian Hinchcliffe’s (for those who don’t know him, Adrian
was the very hardworking secretary of WNCBC from its inception until I took over in 2017) enthusiasm for the
project, the two consortia worked closely together to set up the training of 18 volunteers from across the county
(8 from the West and 10 from the North) and to purchase the necessary testing kits. The training took place at
Felton Village Hall, with ‘First Stop Safety’ coming all the way up from York to run the training sessions and by
September 2011, the training had been completed and WNCBC’s eight newly-trained volunteer testers (Alan
Brewin, Pat Johnston, Denis Peel, Matthew Singleton, Liz Stewart, Michael Stott, Melvyn Whatmough and Mike
Wood) were ready to be unleashed upon the electrical equipment of rural Northumberland. The comprehensive
training undertaken by those volunteers from across the county, however, ensured that the service and
guarantees provided would match those offered by any of the commercial companies who run this service
independently.
It quickly became clear that logistics and geography meant that the easiest way for the consortia to run the
scheme would actually be to run two separate schemes – one for each consortium. Denis Peel had agreed to
co-ordinate the service for WNCBC for the first year, with Adrian arranging the schedules, while George
Courtice, having been newly elected as secretary to NNVHC in September 2011 naively agreed to co-ordinate
the NNVHC’s PAT Scheme. Adrian remembers: “In my role as Secretary, I set up the schedules in the early
years until Roly took over, but I did not do testing. One memory is the ‘big Testing’ tasks that had to be done –
Hexham Community Centre, Shepherd’s Dene, and Minsteracres. These all needed multiple teams to tackle
them, due to their size.”
The first round of testing for WNCBC started in September 2011 (with the first testing in the North starting in
November 2011) and was completed by June 2012. The Annual Report for 2012 provides the following figures:
during the first year of testing, 43 members engaged with the service and 1,905 portable appliances were
tested. 64 appliances failed the tests and had to be scrapped. In addition, the report notes that “In carrying out
this service the volunteers have saved the members jointly around £3,000 in fees that they would have incurred
in having this done ‘professionally’.”
Matt Singleton succeeded Denis Peel as WNCBC’s PAT Co-ordinator in the 2012/13 year and Roly Taylor
inherited the mantle after Matt’s retirement at the end of the 2015/16 year – the same year in which Mike Wood
bravely tackled the onerous and somewhat labyrinthine task of trying to re-negotiate and update the insurance
which covers both the kits and the volunteers themselves, and enables us to provide guarantees for the work
that has been carried out on site.
The number of halls and other community buildings wishing to be part of the scheme and benefit from the
service has been steadily increasing year-on-year and as a result WNCBC is now providing the service to some
64 halls and community buildings. More volunteers have joined the WNCBC team over the years and as at
September 2020, we had 13 trained volunteers (two of whom were part of the original taskforce): Denis Peel,
Melvyn Whatmough, Sally Danys, Paul Denis, David Pentney, Ray Hamilton, Ray Tilley, Tim Bird, Angela
Watson, David Watson, Chris Lindsay, David Blackett and Roly Taylor.
Adrian Hinchcliffe comments that the PAT scheme has been “an undoubted success, involving so many
volunteers in what is a semi-technical testing issue. Long may it continue.”
Meanwhile, George remains co-ordinator of the NNVHC scheme and in 2019, approximately 1200 appliances
were tested across 47 venues. George points out that NNVHC have a more restricted view than WNCBC over
who can benefit from the scheme (which in the North, is limited solely to members of the Consortium and their
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hall users) and NNVHC does not offer testing for other community buildings such as retreat centres, churches
or youth clubs, as WNCBC does. NNVHC currently has 10 volunteer testers (with an 11th being trained) and 4
of those (including George himself) have been involved from the very beginning.
George says: "Overall, it is undeniable that the schemes provide an excellent service of fantastic value to our
members and this is entirely due to the dedication of the volunteer testers. Having testers you trust and who
understand village halls is a real advantage. If the scheme didn’t exist then undoubtedly some halls would never
have their appliances inspected. Ensuring their electrical equipment is safe makes it all worth it.”
WNCBC intends to resume its testing programme in September and all the relevant information about the
service, contact names/numbers and the expected testing dates for halls will be published on the WNCBC
website https://www.westnorthumberlandcbc.org.uk once confirmed.
Roly, who has put in a great deal of time and effort into both co-ordinating the service and working as a volunteer
tester himself, has expressed his intention to step down from his role in the PAT service next year, and we are
therefore not only looking for someone to take over the role of co-ordinator, but someone to take over the halls
he currently tests. These two roles do not necessarily have to be undertaken by the same person!
Ray Tilley has also expressed his intention to retire from his role as part of the PAT team, and WNCBC would
like to take the opportunity to thank him formally for the generous donation of his time and commitment over the
years!
Another couple of testers have also requested a reduction in the number of halls they currently cover and, as
Roly says, in a team where the average age is around 80, the desire to be able to slow down somewhat is
entirely understandable!
Of course, this does mean we need to look for new people to cover those halls affected, so we are currently
looking for as many new volunteers as possible from all over West Northumberland, but specifically to cover the
following areas: High Forest, Catton, Allendale, Allenheads, Prudhoe, Stocksfield, Riding Mill, Horsley and
Corbridge.
WNCBC will provide training, travel expenses and all the necessary testing kit. All volunteers are insured by
WNCBC and once trained and established, are able to arrange their own schedules to suit themselves.
PAT volunteers don’t have to be members of the Village Hall committees, so if you know someone you think
might be willing and capable, please do mention us to them. You can ask them to contact Roly, Louise or Sarah
for further information.
I agree completely with George and Adrian’s comments above, and in the 10th Birthday Year of the service,
would like to add that the continuing success of the service is due absolutely and totally to the dedication and
generosity of all the volunteers who give their time for the benefit of halls and community buildings and the
communities those buildings serve. If it weren’t for them, WNCBC wouldn’t be here, since not only do they make
the PAT service work efficiently and effectively, but the income from the PAT service helps us to run WNCBC
and all its associated services.
So, quite simply: “Thank You to all our volunteers!”
Sarah Hallberg(Secretary, WNCBC)
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Halls are once again at the centre of their communities during ‘lockdown’.
Although the measures to counteract COVID have thrown a spanner in the works for Village Halls and
community buildings over the last 18 months, halls have been rising to the challenge and have proved yet again
how much their volunteers care for their communities and how much the halls themselves remain at the heart
of those communities. We asked you to send us some of the positive events which had taken place during
‘lockdown’ and we would therefore like to share with you the stories (in their own words) from some of the halls
in our area. We know that some of ‘our’ halls have been helping in inventive and unusual ways, and we hope
you enjoy the stories of ‘lockdown ingenuity’ from the West of the county.

Humshaugh Village Hall
Although the hall has not been used for group activities during lockdown, essential cooking has continued in the
kitchen with bread being produced weekly for the village shop and our 'resident' caterer changing her activities
from commercial large scale catering to takeaway meals sold through Humshaugh Community Shop. Many of
the shop volunteers had to drop out as they were in the vulnerable category, but others stepped up and have
continued to man it with customers waiting - socially distanced (!) - outside until their turn comes and using the
whole experience as a good chance for a chat! The stock has been increased and there was a time when no
supermarkets had flour, but you could still buy it in Humshaugh shop!
Volunteers have been making linen bags for care homes and hospitals and done shopping and other tasks for
those who could not go out. In the meantime, we have taken the chance to make improvements to the hall and
have now nearly finished the projects for which we received the Lottery money! And no garden in Humshaugh
has a single weed in it! That might be an exaggeration, but you get the picture! Many of us are now Zoom pros
and we have had church services, play readings, yoga and choir practice without leaving our homes! How
fortunate we are to live in a community like this!
Diana Linnett

Merton Hall, Ponteland
You asked what communities had been doing to bring people together: I am extremely grateful to the volunteers
who set up the ‘Ponteland Community (Supporting our community through Covid 19)’ Facebook page. This has
brought the whole community together and all the initiatives are supported by volunteers. I can honestly say they
have given everyone a purpose and brought the whole of Ponteland and District together.
•
•

The first incentive was for toiletries to make up bags for people being admitted to hospital with the virus.
The total number of bags donated to hospitals in the north east was 1,100.
The second incentive was ‘Our Street Can’ - not all hero’s wear capes. Boxes were placed by homeowners
at their garden gates - one or two per street - and people were asked to pop in food and toiletry items, to go
to the Northumberland Food Banks. To the astonishment of everyone 15,000 items have so far now been
donated and taken to the food banks.
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Working alongside these incentives have also been a number of other initiatives and support projects;
a) Scrub bags have been stitched, collected and sent out to front line workers – a total of 2,266
b) Premature baby clothes and hearts have been knitted and delivered into the RVI – a total of 405
c) 900 shopping orders, 50 emergency food parcels, and 15 emergency prescriptions have all been delivered
by a team of volunteers. 140 people have and are, being supported by a team of volunteers.
The first incentive is now complete and all other projects and support for the community are ongoing.
So much organisation goes into these incentives and projects and the team who set it all up, are truly
remarkable, they gave us a purpose and a way of feeling useful, the various projects keep us busy and I believe
they have kept us sane in these unusual times.
My thanks and appreciation goes out to them all - it is true that not all heroes wear capes!
Christine Greenwell

Stamfordham Village Hall and Playing Field
The bookings diary for Stamfordham Village Hall and for the Playing Field and Pavilion looked busy for 2020
with Christenings, Weddings and Cycle events as well as the usual weekly lettings. We were looking forward
to a lottery funded toilet refurbishment too, but then we were all locked down and our Hall and Pavilion were
closed to any public event…or was it closed?
Within weeks of the first Government directive to isolate and keep 2 metres distance we had set up a food bank
in the main hall for the distribution of care packages. It is a large hall and could easily accommodate 4 or 5
people observing social distancing.

Our Vicar, Rachel Scheffer highlighted a need for a hot meals for those who could no longer get out or were
isolating or on their own or simply finding affording food difficult. So volunteers took over the two kitchens in the
hall and have been producing hot two course meals on a Wednesday and a Sunday throughout the months of
lockdown and will probably continue as the recipients have been extremely grateful. The Sunday roasts are a
favourite of course. Many people have stepped forward in semi PPE to help distribute the care packages and
the meals. Rev Rachel has received numerous phone calls to say thank you and the chats on the phone have
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become an essential part of her pastoral care whilst churches
have been closed.
The large outside space around our hall became a place for
distanced queuing on a Saturday morning for The Loaf Shack.
We are so lucky to have an expert baker in Stamfordham who,
when not working, has baked bread, pastries and croissants for
us to buy.
We have provided coffee for those in the queue (using their own
mugs) and a second hand book stall (gloves and hand sanitiser
provided for perusing the books). The queuing has provided an
opportunity to chat and catch up as well as a bag of gorgeous baked goods at the end. An empty hall is easy
to clean too so lots of spring cleaning and maintenance jobs have happened over the last few months
including the installation of a new boiler thanks to the Sir James Knott Foundation funding. It will be lovely to
open up our hall and get back to normal but meanwhile our Village Hall will remain at the centre of our village
community in whatever safe way that it can.
Charity No. 502613

STAMFORDHAM PLAYING FIELD & VILLAGE HALL

Riding Mill Village Halls Trust
Registered Charity Address:
Charity Number
501316
Millfield Road
Riding Mill
Northumberland
NE44 6DJ
Tel 07587068210
Email suzanne.barkerrmvht@b�nternet.com
Gosh, it seems like the weeks have flown by since the COVID 19 lockdown interrupted the day to day business in Riding
Mill. Weddings, Birthday Celebra�ons and Groups all cancelled. The hub of our community silenced. What to do? Well
I for one was not going to stop if I didn’t have to. Finding a way to help the community while staying safe was
something we needed to do. As a group we sat in our socially distanced mee�ng mid-March to discuss what might
happen, and what we could do to address the needs of our village. Riding Mill has a vibrant elder community and many
people who see the Village halls as the heart of their community now found themselves locked down.
What we came up with is a comprehensive plan to keep the Village going. First we set up a register to iden�fy any
resident who may need assistance and then we invited the community to sign up and volunteer to help with our
community service. I, who no longer had a job as caretaker/manager became a volunteer . I am now running a weekly
meal service along with local caterer Virginia Steer. We are offering healthy weekly meals at cost delivered to your door.
This service is for people over the age of 70, or those who are socially isolated due to health related issues. We have
been blessed with help from the Parish Council and local businesses like the Corbridge Cookshop and Waitrose who
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have donated packaging and foodstuffs. The Parish Council have donated a pre-paid phone to use for the service, and
we take calls from 10.00 – 3.00 pm daily. We Also pick up and deliver prescrip�ons, arrange and collect supermarket
deliveries and work with a group of dedicated sewers who make scrubs and bags for the health service, and masks for
the general public.
The service has been widely embraced by the Village with over 70 meals being delivered each week. I have loved being
able to check in on residents when delivering food and prescrip�ons, and have had many long, lovely conversa�ons with
dear friends on our dedicated phone line. This has enabled me to check in and make sure those who are poten�ally at
risk are staying safe, and being looked a�er. I will be so happy when we can get back to some normality, but have found
this �me to be extremely valuable. I am lucky to work with such inspiring, kind-hearted people.
The Village Hall Trust Commi�ee, Janet Padge�, Graham Walmsley and Judy Wilthew, along with the Parish Council
Clerk, Catherine Harrison and the Chair of the Parish Council, Andy Dunhill have formed a great team. We have all
worked to our strengths and developed close bonds. I believe we will emerge from this a stronger, more caring
community.
Suzanne Barker
Manager/Riding Mill Village Hall trust

Thank you for taking the time to read this
newsletter and thank you to all those who
contributed to it!
If you have anything to include in the next
newsletter - which will be the Autumn/
Winter newsletter, please do let
Sarah or Louise
have your contributions,suggestions,
queries and/or news.
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